
Temporal Variation in the Filter-Wheel-Closed DataNovember 6, 2008I have ompared the Filter-Wheel-Closed (FWC)data from REV<1130 with the FWC data fromREV>1130 to determine whether we an detetlong term temporal variation. The \new" datawas redued using the urrent SAS, while the\old" data had been redued with previous ver-sions of SAS, and is what appears in the FWCimages in XMM-ESAS. In the following, I use theanomalous hip mode de�nitions from Kuntz &Snowden (2008).1. Spatial VariationThe spatial variation of greatest interest wouldbe relative hanges in the response to the partilebakground, so a quantity of interest is (new/old- 1). I onstruted images of eah mode of eahhip in eah of four energy bands: soft (0.4-0.8keV), lines (1.0-2.0), medium (2.5-5.0), and hard(5.0-14.0). Eah hip image was then binned tosix-by-six (about 104 original pixels per bin) whihprodued a signal-to-noise of roughly 3, 9, 6, and10 respetively in the four energy bands for the ra-tio (new/old). The images of hips in the anoma-lous modes have onsiderably lower signal-to-noiseratios.The �rst four olumns of images displayed inFigure 1 are (new/old - 1) divided by the uner-tainty in that quantity. The images were lippedat -3 and 3, and strethed from -3 to 3; blak pixelshaving values less than or equal to -3 and whitepixels having values greater than or equal to 3.The last olumn is the total FWC image with nobinning.Figure 2 shows histograms of (new/old - 1)/�for all of the energies of all of the modes of all ofthe hips ombined. The distribution is assymet-ri, with a signi�ant negative tail. From Figure 1,one an see that the soft image ontributes more tothe negative tail than the harder images. I suspetthat the negative tail is aused by a growing num-ber of bad pixels, but have not had a hane to testthis in a rigourous manner. However, bad pixelsdo would not explain the observation that nega-tive tail is dominated by the softest band (whihan be seen by ounting the number of blak pix-

els in eah energy). However, sine the soft banddoes has the lowest number of ounts, the problemmay be one of statistis.What is more important is that we do not seelarge sale struture in these images; we do notseem to be seeing a large holes at the aimpoints,nor do we see any gradients. The uniformity of theimages in Figure 1 suggests that the response tothe partile bakground as a funtion of positionis staying relatively onstant.2. Spetral VariationI do not have the analysis of the temporal vari-ation of the orner data ompleted, but it appearsthat the overall quiesent partile bakground ratehas inreased by a fator of roughly two overthe last three years. This ompliates the au-tomated detetion and exlusion of observationswith anomalous hip modes, whih may requiretemporal information.That having been said, the FWC data appearto show the same behavior as the orner data. Fig-ure 3 shows the spetra of the FWC data for eahmode of eah hip. I see little variation in the spe-tral shape. There may be a hint of some hanges inMOS1-5S, but this may be a problem of removingobservations that are nearly (or slightly) anoma-lous. There is also a hint of a hange in the softspetrum of MOS2-6S, whih has not been seen tohave anomalies.3. SummaryThe urrent brief analysis of the FWC datasuggests that the MOS response to the quiesentpartile bakground has not experiened spatiallyvariable temporal hanges, that is, if the reponseis temporally variable, that variation is the sameaross the detetors. The assymetry in (new/old -1) may be due to the growing number of bad pix-els, but remains to be tested. Similarly, we �ndno notieable energy dependent hange in the re-sponse to the quiesent partile bakground. Fromour initial analysis of the more reent orner data,the measured quiesent partile bakgorund rates1



have been steadily inreasing over the past severalyears, and the FWC data relet that hange.Although this analysis shows that the variationin the hip response to the partile bakground hasbeen uniform, ontinued FWC observations are re-quired to monitor any spatial variation in the re-sponse. The \orner data" are not suÆient tomonitor spatial variation in the detetor response.
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Fig. 1.| Images of the FWC data for eah mode of eah hip of MOS1 binned to six-by-six. The displayedquantity is (new/old - 1)/�, where � is the unertainty in new/old. The �rst olumn is for 0.4-0.8 keV,the seond olumn is for 1.0-2.0 keV (essentially the Al and Si lines), the third olumn is for 2.5-5.0 keV(featureless ontinuum), and the fourth olumn is for 5.0-14.0 keV. The images were lipped at j(new/old -1)/�j > 3:0 and strethed to the same limits. Blak is the lower limit while white is the higher limit. The�fth olumn is an unbinned image of the FWC data for all energies. The orientation of the hips is thatfound in detetor oordinates. The streth of eah image is from zero to four ounts/pixel. The white rowsare hip states without data in the FWC update. 3



Fig. 1.| ontinued: For MOS2.
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Fig. 2.| Histograms of the quantity (new/old - 1)/� for MOS1 (left) and MOS2 (right). The histogramswas formed from all of the pixels in all of the modes of all of the hips in the four energy bins shown in theprevious �gures.
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Fig. 3.| A omparison of the old FWC spetra (blak) and the new FWC spetra (blue) from MOS1. Eahspetrum has been normalized to unity in the 8.0-12.0 keV band.
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Fig. 3.| ontinued: For MOS2.
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